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too stimulating, too full of salts ; gind the
danger is, lest the operation of nature, for
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reducing it, should be carried too far, and
JAMES K. REMICH.
the blood so much blackened and weakened,
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting- House. that the patient dies of mere exhaustation.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
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4 Do you question what I say, sar ?’
4 Why, Mister, I don’ know what kind
of ladies you have in the city here. But one
thing I can tell you—our country galls
wouldn’t no more let you touch ’em than
they would a toad—they’re very particular
what comes in contact with their lips. But
Mister, how in the name of hair and bris
tles do you eat ? How do you go to work
to get the vitles into your mouth, with ’em
are things hanging over it like a hedge fence
over the side of a ditch ? Do you eat meat
and sich like ? or do you live on spoon
vittles.’
4 It’s none of your business, sar, what I
live on, I board at seven dollars a week ;
and I eat what I please, sar, and drink what
I please.’
4 Seven dollars a week 1 my gracious !
we get board and washing and all in the
country, for a dollar and fifty cents, but I
spose they ask you five dollars and a half
extra for them are mustychers. Faugh! I
wouldn’t have ’em at the table for ten dol
lars.’
‘ What a fool 1 am to stand here talking
to a fellow' of your cloth.’ Thus saying,
the man with the moustaches flourished his
dandy switch, wheeled about and walked
on. He had gone but a few steps when the
Yankee bawled after him—
4 Halloo ! Mister—don’t you wan’t a
currycomb ? I’ve got some real fine ones,
with teeth on both sides. They are bang
up I can tell you.’
4 Curse on your currycombs and you too.’
4 Don’t swear, Mister—nor go off in a
passion.
I meant no offence in what I’ve
said. But I must declare you’re the darn’dest ugly looking man in the face, I ever
see in all my life.’

MAIL. ARTICLES.
Richmond, [Wayne Co. Indiana,) May 24.—
Mormonites.—On Monday morning last, a
caravan ofabout two hundred Mormonites,
with a long train of waggons, passed through
this place, on their way to the “ far west.”
There were but few women among them,
and the men generally, if not all, supplied
with fire-arms. A stout, hardy set of looking
fellows they were too, and many of them
quite intelligent. From their equipments,
it has been suspected that they intend join
ing and defending their brethren in Jackson
county, Missouri.—They professed to be in
search of new lands, whereon to form a set
tlement, either in Illinois or further west.
We understand that they were from the
States of Vermont, New York and Pennsyl
vania, and had assembled at some point on
their route hither.—Palladium.

From the Baltimore Patriot of22d ulk

The Locusts.—The music of the Locust^
commenced this morning in all tbe groves in
the Western precincts of our city, and it is
really worth listening to ; for my parq Twas
delighted ; and so were all the birds^ for they
hushed their notes, and appeared to listen to
the concert of the new comers with much
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
admiration. Even the cat-bird ceased its
’
If this theory of Dr. Stevens be true, a
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
song, and the little wren its chirp, to give e?ir
great
step
has
been
made
in
the
treatment
of
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
to the septemdecimal music of the Locusts. A
febrile and malignant disorders ; & certainly
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr
few notes may be useful-on this insect. The
the universal use of salt, as an indispensable
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
chrysalis of the Locust made its way to Vvith-*
article of diet, as far back as history carries
in a fourth of an inch of the surface of the
charged for its insertion.
p us and the craving which even animals, both
earth, about the 10th of April. By shaving
wild and tame, exhibit for it, would tend to
off the ground with a sharp spade, the whole
MISCELLANEOUS.
surface of the earth seemed to have been bor-1
prove that this condiment has some univered with a half-inch auger. During the warm
Nazareth.—Having crossed some very’ sal and essential effect on the bodily conhours of the day, the insects came up to the
high and rocky mountains, called I believes stitution.—Portland Courier.
top of the holes, and went down to the bot
the Nazarene mountains, we went through a
tom at night, and in cold weather. On Sun
rich and cultivated valley, in which a neat
Cut Flowers.—To more conveniently
Relics of a great man.—The personal ef day last, 18th insi., they were seen to emerge
Village called Rane, stood close on a pleas ehjoy the sight of flowers, they are often
fects of the late Dr. Spurzbeirn, were sold at from earth and cast off, or rather crawl out of
ant stream. Going over hills, we saw Naz plucked and placed in jars of water in the
auction yesterday, by J. L. Cuningham. their shells just as a crab does. They appear
areth, where, having passed through some dwelling. By changing the water, or ad
They consisted of wearing apparel. books, Io corne UP *n. families of sop^e. hundreds to• .
•
it
______
__ i «TóHìrxr
¡ncitanon
nr t n two
'rraaiMioaH
’
gether.
Fortwn
instance
or three'Trees
near ’
olive trees, under which were the tents* of ding alkalies
........ every day, they may be rperv.,and-i a variety
ofc* miscellaneous
articles
—and-Fnr
went off’at a high price, as many were anx my house were covered with them on Sun
serne Bedouins, we arrived at 4. p. m., and,! pptoateil without fading for many days,
•ious to obtain something by which to remem day morning, while no others were to
passing the Greek church, and between fhe even to the period of falling from the parent
ber that great Philosopher and Philanthro for some distance around, although it is an old
hedges of the prickly pear, which grows in I stem. Lime, magnesia, or soda, may be
pist. A handsome opera glass sold for $6,25 grove of treesand shubbery. Every morn
great quantities amongst the houses, went to used in moderate quantities, such as to give
—a common gold pencil case for $8—and a ing, early, they may be seen emerging from the house of a Greek priest. Nazareth is inatural sustenance to the detached shoots in
littlq box, containing a small quantity of the ground. They do not return again, as
situated on (he side of a hill, one house over- |preservation.
They may be made a lux
thread and tape, an empty phial, &c. being has been stated, but immediately attach them
looking the other. The houses are small, uriant
i
put up at about its intrinsic value, 6 cents— selves firmly to the limbs, leaves, or trunks
and appropriate ornament to the
flat roofed, and built of a light and porous <drawing room or parlor: and in the more
was finally knocked off for $1 50.—Bost.pa. of trees, and then crawl out of their old shell,
leaving that sticking fast. I send you a pair#
stone. The bazaars are small square rooms, Ihumble dwelling of the laborer, bow cheerful
male and female, for inspectionDepopulated
Village.
—
Extract
of
a
letter
having only a doorway, and gutter runs appears
i
the white washed room and broad
from a traveller, dated at St. Louis.
through the middle of the narrow streets.
fireplace,
We copy the following account of a mosfc
“ A few miles below Alton, on the Missis foul affair, which took place at Plymouth, in
After dining, we went to what they call ‘“ Whose hearth,except when winter chills the
sippi,
I
passed
a
deserted
viltage,
the
whole
day,
the house of Joseph, where there is a small
this Stale, from the last Belfast Journal. Ev
population of which had been destroyed by ery effort should be made to arrest the villain,
chapel ; part of the original wall was shown. (With aspen boughs, and flowers, and fennel gay,”
tbe
“
Milk
Sickness.
”
*
The
hamlet
consist

throws out its soft perfume to the air.
and no punishment could be too severe to in
We then proceeded to the house of our Sa
ed of a couple of mills and a number of frame flict upon a brute guilty of such infamous
viour, one tolerably large room, having an
houses, not one of which was now tenanted ; conduct.—Democrat.
MOUSTACHES.
immense block of stone in the middle where
but lhe dried weeds of last year choked the
“ His tawney beard was th’ equal grace,
Roxana Kelley, wife of John Kelley, of4
they said, he and his disciples dined. The
threshold of the latter, and the raceways of Plymouth, Me. died May 2d in consequence
Both of his wisdom and his face.”
the
mills
were
cumbered
up
with
floating
column in the Convent church here, which
‘ What’s them are things growing out of
The following is from the New York
of ill treatment from her husband. Her age
is broken, with its upper part still remain your upper lip, Mister?’ asked a country Gazette, a paper which was not opposed to timber, while the green slime.oftwo summers was about thirty-three. About ten days be
hung
heavy
upon
their
motionless
wheels.
ing in its situation, is fastened into the rock. Yankee, of a coxcomb, whom he met with the administration till within a few months,
fore, her husband abused her most shamefully
Not an object but ourselves moved through
The lower portion is one foot nine or ten the other day.
or until the war commenced upon the U. S. the silent town ; and the very crows them —he knocked her down with a hard wood
shoe-last and kicked her many times in the
inches long ; the superior may be about four
4 Sar!’ exclaimed the dandy, fiercely Bank.
selves seemed to make a circuit around the bowels, which afterwards mortified, she at
feet and the space between them two feet raising his rattan, and bristling up to the in
fated
place,
when
they
came
in
view
of
tbe
When a few weeks ago the capitol was
nine inches. The other column is in an ad terrogator—4 what business is that to you, thronged with the bearers of memorials, thickly sown burial ground on the skirts of that time being near getting to bed with her1
seventh child—besides this and much more,
joining closet.—Madox.
sar ?’
signed by thousands and tens of thousands the deserted village.
the brute stripped her as naked as she came
4 Ob, no business of any consequence, to of American citizens, begging the Adminis *A fatal spasmodic disease, peculiar, I believe, into the world, and threw her on to the fire
Medical properties of Salt.—Dr. Ste speak on,’ replied the Yankee—4 I jest axed tration to turn an ear to their complaints to the Valley of the Mississippi. It first attacks in the presence of his six children the oldest
vens, an eminent physician of London, has for information, not being much acquainted and devise some measures for their relief, the cattle, and then those who eat beef or drink of whom is 12 years*—this, child told his fath
er he was killing his mother—when the fath
recently made certain discoveries relating to with them are things.’
they were told that 44 the government don’t milk.
er knocked him down. The parents of the
the diseased and healthy state of the blood,
4 Well, sar,’ returned the gallant,.angrily, complain—only the people.” The head of
Some encouragement.—The Grand Banks woman live in Freedom and his in Montville^
and the agency of salt upon the circulation, 4 what if you aint acquainted with ’em ? the Government, when told what would be
He stopped in Plymouth until his wife was
which seem likely to produce a great revo Must a fellow of your Cloth have the impu the effect of his measures, boldly proclaimed are discounting liberally. The Barnstable buried, but getting wind that he Was to be
Journal
says,
a
number
of
the
fishermen
in
lution in the treatment of fevers, and malig dence to question a gentleman of mine ?’
44 Itake the responsibility.”—But somehow the lower towns have arrived from their arrested made his escape into the woods 25
nant diseases in general.
4 Is that really your cloth, Mister, or is it the tune seems now changed. The Govern spring trips, generally with quite full fares of or 30 minutes before the officer arrived, and
It is well known that the blood of the the tailor’s ?’ askrid the countryman.
ment has opened his mouth in the tone of fish. They report fish plenty on the Cape escaped. Kelley was not much in liquor at
arteries is of a bright crimson color, while
4 The tailor’s ?’ exclaimed the coxcomb, complaint, which he levels at the Senate and Sable ground and Western Bank. Those the time of the abuse, but was an intemper
that of the veins, which is returning to the fiercely—4 what do you mean by that ? Do undertakes to shift the load of responsibility he5!^ A crurhtfbf irfiwd.t Bank aiuJoAllg ate man. Credit in this affair dan be set
mwy. me c ít which provides them with a spell against a
Tnvuoa ~nr" insinuate trial I—o aeatn ! upoD'Ane snoururio ui
heart, after having spent its vivifying influ
ate is now charged with being the offending notary more potent than an electrical battery.
A friend who came into Albany last Week
ence, is of a dark purple. According to I’ll not—i—.’
from Schoharie county, mentions to us that
‘ Well, I thought as much,’ returned the party, and is to be made the ’scape-goat for
Boston Centinel.
Dr. Stevens, the bright red color, the vital
the passengers were frequently invited to
ity and stimulating power of the arterial Yankee, carelessly sticking his bands into the sins of the “ old Roman.”
turn out and help the driver get the stage
Why
this
sudden
change
in
the
bold
front
The
Washington
Telegraph
remarks
that
his
breeches
pocket,
and
standing
still
be

blood, are all dependent on the quantity of
Has the as “ to the rejection of Mr. Gordon, a stronger through the snow drifts, and it was added,
salt which enters into its composition ; fore the dandy—4 I thought you never in assumed by the Executive ?
a woman on Thursday, the 15th of May,
“ handwriting on the wall” admonished him case of justification of the Senate against the that
while all acids and alkalies, and in general tended to pay for them.’
in attempting to go from one dwelling to an
charge
of
the
Globe
could
not
well
be
ima

of
his
errors
?
Is
the
current
of
popular
‘ What is that to you whether I pay for
all poisons, tend to blacken the blood, to re
gined. It is within the knowledge of all who other, on the Haelden barracks, became chil
duce its stimulating powers, and of course them or not ? Havn’t 1 a right to manage opinion setting so strongly against him, that know any thing of the state of parties at New led, stopped on the road, and was frozen to
to diminish the force of its circulation. The as I please with my own tailor—to pay him an attempt must be made to divert attention Orleans, that the most active opposition to his death.
from his high handed measures ? And appointment came from the warmest and
purple color of the venous blood is owing or let it alone ?’
The Portland Advocate gives àn accollili
4 Why, Mister, that depends very much does he hope that this artful appeal, in the most decided friends of the President.”
to the carbonic acid it has imbibed. In the
of an attempt of a man, 79 years of age, to
lungs, the oxygen of the atmosphere removes on what sort of a bargain you make. If name of a G Protest,” can effect this object?
cut his own head off. He laid his head On a
Emigrants at Quebecl—Our intelligence log of wood, and commenced chopping it on
this deleterious acid, and the circulating fluid your tailor agrees to let you cheat him, why Vain hope. He might as well hope to stop
up
Niagara
.with
his
fist.
It
is
certainly
too
that
’
s
his
look
out
not
mine.
But
you
havn
’
t
from
Quebec
is
down
to
the
27th
of
May,
at
then resumes its bright scarlet color.
the top with an axe. Failing to penetrate
According to this theory, poisons, and told me yet what you call them are things! }ate.—The seal of condemnation is fixed by which time there had arrived during the the skull, he turned the back of the axe and
the
unerring
fiat
of
an
injured,
oppressed
present season, no less than five thousand continued striking until he was discovered
those malignant disorders, such as the marsh on your upper lip.’
‘ Sar, you’re an impertinent puppy, sar.’ and deeply wronged people. He who so five hundred and thirty-eight emigrant pas by his son. He had previously attempted to
fever, &c., which originate from the patient
sengers, and there were at Grosse Isle, below,
4 So I heard you say. Now father he’s boldly assumed the Responsibility must fifteen barques and brigs with an additional strangle himself by drawing a whiplash round
having imbibed a febrile poison, are in the
his throat, but he was discovered and pre
abide
by
it.
There
is
no
escape
now.
got
a
tarryer
dog
—
but
he
don
’
t
tarry
much,
very first stages, accompanied with a black
number of over three thousand, making the vented. Religious frenzy was the cause of
ness and stagnation of the blood, occasioned 1 can tell you—he’ll kill three rats in two
total over eight thousand. At the same date his attempt at self-destruction.
What we call comfortable.—Tobe the last year the number of emigrants amounted
by the destruction of its saline principle— seconds—but as I was saying, father he’s
Three boys in Hallowell, the oldest only
and to cure the patient, this saline principle got a tarryer dog, that’s darn’d rough and owner of a large silk umbrella, as good as only to one thousand one hundred and nine.
eleven years old, have been committed to jail
harry about the mouth—but, Lord ! he new, and when the rain pours a deluge, |o
must be restored.
To Wool Growers.—They are particularly for breaking into the Unitariau and the Meth
Take, for instance, the bite of a rattlesnake. aint a circumstance to you. He’d cling his put your hand in the corner, where you
In this'case the poison of the serpent’s fang tail between his legs if he was to see you and know it stands and not find it there.—To requested by the manufacturers not to use odist meeting-houses, and doing much mis
chief by tearing the large bible, breaking seats
mingles with the circulation, destroys cry ti-i-ti-i ! and run to the end of the world have a pretty considerable fine bridle, but cotton twine in doing up the fleeces; the par and rests in pews, tearing cushions,
They
ticles
of,
cotton
that
will
invariably
adhere
to
no
horse
nor
saddle
to
fit.
—
To
have
a
doz

without
ever
stopping.
My
gracious
!
how
its red’color and its vitality, brings on
tried to break open the organ in the Unitari
the
wool,
take
a
different
color,
which
makes
en
or
two
of
our
subscribers
hinting
to
us
blackness of the blood, stagnation of its cur like the devil you look with them are things.’
specks in the cloth. Marking sheep with an house, but Were unsuccessful. So flagrant
‘ Ldok ! why, sar, they are all the go that their neighbors will get the news before
rent, convulsions, and death. The unfail
dment
made
tar or turpentine is also very objectionable, an instance of juvenile depravity, rarely oc
ing antidote., which experience has taught npw. There’s no finished gentleman now them, in spite of the command.............
another’s Red Paint is the least iníurious l? tbe wpoL curs in our vicinity.—Ken. Jour.
and provided against coveting another’s
Poughkeepsie Eagle.
the Indian to apply, is to scarify the wound but what wears moustaches.’
goods and chattels.—To have a friend call
Madawaska.—The court house fbr which
i
4
Mustychers,
de
you
call
’
em
?
Well,
by
to the bottom, and fill it with salt. This
A Susquehannah (Pa.) Co. paper mentions with other things the Madawaska people have
salt is taken into the circulation, restores! hoky, they are musty and rusty too. They in upon us, just as we are in the brownest
the redness and vitality of the blood, andI look very much like the latter end of our possible study over a paragraph, and make that immense numbers of Pigeons have tak been taxed, is not at Madawaska as might
been inferred from our paper last week,
’s tail, when he brushes it on the floor. himself so very uneasy 4 lest he should in en possession of, and appropriated to their have
the wound soon heals. Malignant fevers,, dog
<
but at Woodstock. The agent has received
use,
a
territory
said
to
be
9
miles
in
length,
terrupt
our
business.
’
—
Ti>
have
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ac

and other malignant disorders, operate in Faugh ! I wouldn’t touch em no more
some money from the Governor, to relieve the
quaintance call in after tbe paper is made and two in width ; every foot of which, and immediate necessities of the inhabitants. As
the same way. They begin by destroying than —.’
almost every tree and branch of a tree upon
up,
and
say
he
would
esteem
it
as
a
special
4
Touch
’
em
sar,
if
you
offer
to
put
a
fin

the color and vitality of the blood, and re
it, are constantly occupied by them. It is the thing stands now, the. British authorities
ducing it to a black and putrid mass ; and, ger on them I’ll cane you within an inch of favor if we" would have a long lucubration of presumable that the beech woods are indebt govern Madawaska, and tax the inhabitants,
his inserted in the next print, and then take ed for this pigeon visit, to the abundant crop arid the people of Maine pay the expense^
.says Dr. Stevens,4 I have seen patients in your life. I will sar.’
This is “ glory enough.”—Kennebec Jour.
4 What, with that are swich, Mister ? I it in high dudgeon if the tired compositor of beech-nuts produced the last season.
the last stages of these disorders, recover
under the use of large doses of common salt, should’t mind it no more than I should an | should lay it over for another day’s labor.—
A gentleman writing from Cumming, For
[ To have a correspondent write as bad a
JVew Article of Traffic.—The industrious syth county, Ga. says : “ The Locusts, in
and other saline agents, where the cases oat straw.’
scrawl
as
we
do
ourselves,
and
then
keep
and honest inhabitants of two or three of the countless millions, cover the land, though at
4 Well, sar, touch my moustaches and
at first were so hopeless, that their recov
calling fora week afterwards to have the lower towns in this county, have been en this village there are none ; Within one miie4
ery afterwards appeared almost a miracle.’ see if you don’t git it.’
gaged for some time past, in collecting the and throughout the north and west sections
4 Touch your mustychers. Why, I’d as 44 errors of the press” corrected.
The climate fever of southern regions,
bark of the root of the bayberry or wax bear of the country, their deafening notes remind
Mobile Adv.
and some other fevers, are produced in a lives touch two old chaws of tobacker that
ing myrtle, and deriving from the sale of it, a one of the plagues of Egypt. So numerous
have
just
been
spit
out.
Touch
’
em
in

different way ; a cold climate requires a dif
very handsome profit. We have known that are they, the swine have become fat upon
A
little
girl
who
had
been
absent
some
ferent constitution from a warm one. In deed ! Why, Mister, I would n’t touch ’em
considerable attention has been paid in obtain them ; the native Indian gathers them by the
the cold climate, the digestive organs with the tongs. I can’t conceive, for my time from school, was asked by her mis ing the berry, in former times, for the tallow quart, and pronounces them the richest dain
are more vigorous, and the blood is rich, life, what should induce any human crittur tress, why she staid away-—the little liar which it yields, but was not conscious that it ties.
stimulating, and full of salts. The blood to wear such darned nasty looking things answered 44 that grandmamma fell into the was materially valuable for any other purpose.
fire and burned the skin off her hands so The bark of the root, if we have been cor
A Warning to such as are disposed to take
in southern climates is of less brilliant as them.’
4 Nasty looking 1 do you call ’em ? Sar, that she can’t use ’em, and she kept me to rectly informed, is apprised by the druggist too much Responsibility.—Several “expericolor, tbiner, and less impregnated with
and compounder of medicines, for various
saline substances.
When the constitu you have no taste. Nasty looking indeed ! home all the time to poke yallar snuff up uses, but principally for what is called hot! ments” to introduce a “ specie currency,”
having been lately tried in this town, thè vigi
tion of a northern stranger is suddenly ex Why, sar, they are all the admiration of the her nose.”,—Pawtucket Chronicle.
medicines. Tbe root is dug from the earth lance of our citizens has been awakened, and
posed to the influence of a southern, nature ladies.’
and the bark cleaned and dried. It is valued man named Rich, belonging in Fayette,
A person who knew a scrap of French from two to three cents per pound, and on‘ awas
4 Ladies ! ha, ha, ha ! They must have a
hastens to produce the necessary change
taken last week, examined and bound
in the circulation, which change is most queer notion any how. But there are wo and was excessively vain of his accomplish reasonable calculation, it is presumed that' over. We understand a clue has been ob
Harwich,
Chatham,
and
Orleans,
have
reali

ment,
accosted
a
gentleman
in
the
street
tained, which may lead to the full discovery
generally accompanied with an awful dis men who are unaccountable fond of pup
sale.
of these experimenters on the currency.
ease. While the skin performs its functions pies and sitch like animals ; and I have with Quelle heure est il ? i. e. what is it zed nearly $1000 from its
Barnstable
Journal.
Hallowell Advocate.
of perspiration, there is no danger ; but seen ’em fondle and kiss ’em, as if they o’clock ? The gentleman replied in Latin,
the moment perspiration becomes obstruct were human critturs. But, Lord ! I don’t Nescio, i. e. I know not. God bless me
Mr. C. T. Chase of Dixfield in this state
The Revenue of Boston for April and May,
ed, from imprudent exposure to the cold see how any woman could let her lips come said the other, I did not think it was so late,
has
raised thirty eight and a half bushels ot of this year, is $576,928; during the same
and
ran
off
as
if
oh
some
very
important
Admiration pf
night air, or any other reason, the fever within gunshot of yourn,
term last year, $627,072~difference $50,144.
wheat on an acre of land.
1 business.
breaks out. The cause is, that the blood ¡s . the ladies!’

INFORMATION REFUSED TO THE
the admission of the names of certain voters,
PEOPLE BY THIS TYRANICAL
MAIL
ARTICLES
in
the
estimate
of
the
strength
of
the
respect
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ive candidates, and the principle involved in
Beware of Rogues.—A number of counter CAN SUCH THINGS BE POSSIBLE?
TWENTV-THIRD CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION.
it
is
not
stated.
No
decisive
question
was
Later from Europe.—London and Liver
feit half dollars were passed in this town, on
In the course of remarks upon the General
taken.
pool papers of the 11th ult. have been receiv
Monday last, by a man apparently about thir Appropriation Bill in the House of Repre
SENATE.
ed .at N. York by the ship Sylvanus Jenkins.
MONDAY, JUNE 2.
ty-five years of age, well dressed, in dark sentatives, Ex-President Adams made the
THURSDAY, JUNE 5.
The most important intelligence is that of
clothes. The villain watched his opportuni subjoined extraordinary disclosure :
After the presentation of various memorials,
The bill from the Senate for the relief of | ty, and passed his ‘ base coin’ at a milliner’s
an agreement to an armistice, by the contend
“ In this matter of calls for information, a
ing brothers in Portugal, and of the embarka Mr. Grundy, from the Committee on Post the Polish exiles, with an amendment pro shop, in the dusk of the evening. From cir new practice has obtained. (I do not charge it
Offices,
reported
a
bill,
placing
periodical
posed
by
Mr.
Clay
of
Al.
was
referred
to
the
tion of Don Carlos for England. This intel
cumstances which have come to light, there upon the present Administration ;) but in the
ligence was brought to Bayonne by the pamphlets on the \same rate of postage as Committee of the Whole. The special order can be little doubt but that a. mint has been days with which I have been acquainted, it
newspapers.
The
amendments
of
the
Con

of the day, was considered, being the bills established some where in the neighborhood, was enough for a member to say that he
French Secretary of legation, who left Mad
rid on the third, and is confirmed by an arri stitution, relative to the election of President relative to Michigan, Florida and Arkansas for the purpose of supplying the country with wished for any information, for him to ob
and
vice
President,
proposed
by
Mr.
Bibb,
but no disposition was made of the subject. a “ metalic currency.” We would therefore tain it.) Why, sir, in the days of a former
val at Dartmouth in England. Ifitistobe
relied on, it is decisive of the struggle in Por were referred to a select Committee, chosen The residue ofthe business of Thursday was advise traders and others to be on their guard, Administration, I well remember that all the
by
ballot,
and
consisting
of
Messrs.
Bibb,
of little interest. The subject of the Ken or this new “ experiment” may not prove Departments were ransacked, at every ses
tugal and Spain. It is further stated, that be
fore these steps were taken, the cause of Don Benton, Webster, Calhoun and Forsyth. Mr. tucky election was not taken up.
sion of Congress, to satisfy the calls of mem
very beneficial to their interests.
Clay moved to postpone the previous orders
Pedro was making triumphant progress.
Hallowell Free Press.
bers on this floor ; at that time, any member
in
order
to
take
up
his
resolution,
relative
to
FRIDAY,
JUNE
6.
On the 1st of May, at Toulon, on the cele
could obtain whatever information he de
the
removal
of
the
deposites
:
the
motion
pre

bration of the King’s birth day, salutes were
Suicide.—On Friday, 5th in st. about 8 o’ manded. But how is it now ?—I have offered
The day was occupied in the consideration
vailed,
Ayes
24,
Nays
16.
Mr.
C.
hoped
that
fired by all the vessels of war in the harbor,
of bills concerning the District of Columbia. clock, Mr. Newton Willey, of the firm of resolutions calling for information on the De
and among others by the American frigate no time would be unnecessarily occupied in
Thompson & Willey, merchants, was found partments, which have lain there for weeks and
the
discussion
ofthe
resolutions.
Mr.
Benton
Constellation. Some of the guns of the lat
suspended by the neck in a closet in his months. I have endeavored to get them up,
SATURDAY, JUNE 7.
after
a
discourse
of
some
length,
moved
that
ter were loaded with shot, and killed one and
dwelling house, Hancock street. On being but never could succeed.
they
be
indefinitely
postponed,
but
the
motion
The
resolution
submitted
some
time
since
injured several other persons on board a
taken
down, the body was found to be warm,
This House is hermetically sealed. Why,
by Mr. J. Q. Adams, calling for information
was rejected :—Yeas 14, Nays 29.
French vessel of war.
but dead. Mr. W. was a respectable citizen, sir, what did we see this very day ? My col
Mr.
Benton
moved
to
amend,
by
inserting
relative
to
the
deposite
banks,
gave
rise
to
an
A riot took place in Frankfort on the 2d
but for several days past has been depressed league (Mr. Lincoln) offered, a resolution call
May. The troops fired and killed five of the as a substitute the bill reported in the House animated discussion, but no question was tak in spirits, and insane, and at his wife’s request ing for information touching the condition of
by
the
Committee
on
Waysand
Meanr
This
en.
The
residue
of
the
day
was
occupied
populace.
had been attended by the family physician, the Post Office Department—a resolution go
The Court of Prussia has declined to re motion was rejected by a vote of 31 to 14 : with the discussion of bills relating to the Dr. Shattuck. He had been left in bed alone, ing to the deepest foundations of its honor
Mr.
Robinson,
who
voted
in
the
negative
on
District
of
Columbia.
ceive Gen. Goblet as Ambassador from Bel
but a short time before he was missing, and and honesty ; but the House after hearing
gium, regarding him as a deserter from the the former question, voting now in the affir
found to have fastened himselfin.the closet. the resolution read, refused to permit it to be
WASHINGTON, JUNE 7tH, 1834.
mative,
and
Messrs.
Leigh,
Moore
and
Knight,
service of the King of Holland.
A coroner’s inquest was held by Prince Snow, sent. And this is our situation. We can get
A
Cabinet
Council
of
long
continuance
was,
who
were
then
absent,
in
the
negative.
Mr.
Mr. Arthur O’Connor, formerly a member
Esq.— Verdict that he came to his death by no information.
of the Irish Parliament, and for a long se McKean did not vote. Mr. Benton then it is said, held to day, on the subject of the hanging himself, being at the time in a state
ries of years an exile in France, was expected moved to commit the resolutions to the Com French Treaty. The French Minister, M. of mental derangement.—Boston Patriot.
Bank Committee.—The following facts, in
soon to return to Dublin. He was a coadju mittee on Finance, with instructions to report Serrurier, who received despatches a day or
reference to the majority of the Bank Com
two
ago,
made
a
communication
to
the
Gov

an
amendment,
regulating
the
deposites
of
tor with Emmet, MacNeven, and Sampson,
Death by drowning.—On Wednesday last, mittee,'and the Speaker by whom they were
and was exiled for the same cause that drove public money in the State Banks. This mo ernment yesterday.
Amos Cutler of Shrewsbury, aged about 35, appointed, are stated in the National Gazette.
tion was rejected by a vote of32 to 13.
them to America.
Mr. Forsyth then asked for a division of
The Washington writer for the New York a man under guardianship in consequence of Mr. Stevenson, the Speaker, had for many
them, and read a resolution, which he pro Courier attributes the election of Mr. Bell, as his intemperate and thriftless habits, escaped years a legal controversy with the Bank,
FRENCH CLAIMS.
the House of correction in this town, which was last year terminated by a com
The Hamburg Reporter of the 8th April, posed to offer «s a substitute for one of them, Speaker of the House, to his declared oppo from
where he had been confined for a short time
makes the following editorial remarks on the authorizing the issue of a scirefacias, for the sition to Mr. Van Buren. He says Mr. Bell past. On discovering that he was gone, promise : he still continues an open and de
cided enemy of the Bank. Mr. Thomas whom
trial of the Bank on certain specified counts. was called on before his choice and replied,
subject of our claims on France :—
•*. The American claims against France ori —Mr. Clay said, if the gentleman would bring “ I am opposed to Mr. Van Buren’s elevation, Capt. Clark, the Keeper, went in pursuit of he appointed Chairman of that Committee,
ginated, during the Empire, in an embargo forward a distinct proposition to issue a scire and you are authorized by me to state so to him ; and found him in the easterly part of was a member of the Committee of Investi
the town near Long Pond. Finding that he gation two years ago, and is the only member
somewhat wantonly laid on American ships facias, to try whether or not the Bank has your friends.”
was pursued, Cutler threw himself into the of it, who has not, in some form or another,
in French ports. Even under the imperial violated its charter, he would give him carte
The Washington Correspondent of the Pond, and bid defiance to his pursuer. Capt. disavowed either wholly or partially, his be
government the justice of the claims was felt, blanche to fill it up as he pleased, but he
and a sum of 12,000,000 francs was offered could not accept it as a substitute. Mr. Web Boston Allas, in giving a description of the Clark expostulated with him, and advised lief in the report. Its errors were exposed
as a compromise, but rejected by the United ster assented to this view ofthe subject. Mr. leading tory Senators, thus describes Mr. him to return, but without effect. He at- by Messrs. Adams, McDuffie and Watmough j
temped to swim across the Pond, but, owing Col. Johnson, declared that he was not re
Forsyth declined moving it distinctly, but Ether Shepley and Mr. Isaac Hill.
States.
Since the restoration of the Bourbons the was willing to offer it as a substitute. The is
“ That gentleman in black, who is sucking probably to the cumbersomeness of his cloth sponsible for it; Mr, Clayton has expressed
claims on France have constituted an annual suing of a scire facias would produce much bis fingers, is Mr. Shepley from Maine. He ing, he sunk exhausted when within about his regret at having written it and Mr. Camtopic in the Messages addressed by succeed distress, and he desired to share the responsi does not seem at home in the Senate, and twenty rods of the opposite shore, and as it breleng has declared, that there was much
ing Presidents to Congress, and when at bility ofthe act with gentlemen on the other generally carries about him the air of a man was impossible to afford him any relief, he of it which he did not believe. Mr. Thomas,
length the government of Louis Phillipe re side. After a few more observations, the who has walked into the wrong room. He was drowned. His body was found on Fri being thus impartial, was the first judge se
lected by the Speaker. Mr. Muhlenburg was
cognized thejustice of the demands, and en resolutions were ordered to be engrossed for is slim in stature, and his features have an day.—Worcester Spy.
the second ; a gentleman who declared a few
tered.into a treaty for their prompt payment, a third reading, and the Senate adjourned.
expression of stupid good humor. His eyes are
The rumor we published last week, that days before his appointment, that the Bank
the circumstance was enlarged upon in the
small, and a habit of squinting contracts
TUESDAY, JUNE 3.
Message, of General Jackson, and the people
them even more than nature intended. It Mr. George Roberts was murdered near New was dangerous to our institutions and ought
Mr. McKean presented the memorial of the would puzzle a physiognomist to tell what Orleans, on his way home to Illinois, was to be abolished. Mr. Lytle was the third.
of America were congratulated upon the fact
that justice had at length been rendered them Harrisburg Convention, remarking, that al sent him to Congress. When he arises to not founded in fact ; a letter having been re This gentleman is stated in the Gazette to
though he differed in political sentiment with speak, involuntary groans are heard in the ceived from his place of residence, in Illinois, have a claim against the Bank for a large
by a jiberal Government.
Tfie French ministry seem, however, to its members, it was his pride and duty to say ! gallery, and then a rush to the door takes dated since his supposed murder, inform sum of money which has been twice rejected.
His brother in renewing his claim informed
have anticipated from the first a serious op that the Convention comprehended as much i place. The ladies look dismayed. The Sen- ing of his safe arrival there.—Lynn Record.
the directors that if the claim was not grant
position to the Chamber to the ratification of respectability, talent, and weight of character, ■ ators begin to write, and his friends appear
Horse racing.—One of President Jackson’s ed those who have the management of the
the American Treaty, for the whole of the as any ever assembled within his knowledge. I uneasy and impatient. He gives to his words
horses has taken the purse at the jocky bank would find cause to regret it. Mr. Mann
last session was allowed to pass off without A. debate arose on the memorial, in which 1 a nasal drawl, which is neither impressive blood
races at Washington, (all in specie cur is a constitutional opponent of the institution,
any step being taken to procure a parliamen Messrs. Webster, Clay and Forsyth took part ; ! nor agreeable, whatever opinion the orator club
rency.) The General probably does not feel and was the mover of the previous question
tary sanction to an obligation so solemnly the memorial was then referred. The reso- I himself11)UJ
may entertain of its effect. .....
Mr. Mu
Shep-
lution from the House, relative to the adad-, ley is a decided supporter of the adrhinistraadministra- any pinching from his own experiment. on the resolutions of the Committee of Ways
adopted by the Executive. The consequence tation
$25,000 a year salary—70 or 80,000 for fur
was, that when the period fixed for the pay journment of Congress, was taken up. Mr. | tion and this, in the estimation of some, may niture and improvements about his house— and Means. The Gazette states also that
ment arrived, the government found them Preston moved to lay it on the table for a | be to him a sufficient glory.—But he rests his besides what he wins at the horse races. “as we believe and as Mr. Mann of the Com
selves unprepared to meet their engagements, week or two, until it could be ascertained | claims to the remembrance of posterity upon Wonder if that bill for new furniture includes mittee will scarcely venture to deny.” Mr.
Reuben M. Whitney actually prepared most
and the bills drawn by the Secretary of State whether important business, not yet disposed a surer, a broader foundation :
at Washington were returned under protest of, could be completed. This motion was re ‘ And the principal thing, which has rendered a “ billiard table,” or if he uses Mr. Adams’ of the resolutions which were sent by the
old one.
majority of the Committee to the Bank ; that
jected—ayes 17, noes 30. Mr. Clay moved
for non-payment.
him famous
the Committee went to Washington with a
Two arguments have been put forward to that it be postponed till Monday next, and Is the fact—that he once was a classmate of
What a Villain.—A man named Abraham determination to ask to be discharged from
the motion prevailed ; ayes 25, noes 22. The
Amos !’
justify the conduct of the French chamber.
the further consideration of the subject; but
Firstly, that the Americans having gained so first resolution of Mr. Clay, declaring the
Enviable man ! The same blaze of re Marks, who had been Postmaster at Haver
them to re....... the Kitchen
—Cabinet
--------- caused --------much by the carrying trade during the war, reasons of the Secretary of the Treasury for nown which settles’ upon one will shed its straw, N. Y. for ten or twelve years, and who that
4- L.
zx 1 111-1 Kin
h in k n un v» txr lintn
t nOi
ought to consider themselves sufficiently in the removal ofthe deposites insufficient, was lustre upon the other. Is not this enough to had during that period never been suspected port the resolutions which are now before the
of any thing dishonest or dishonorable, was House.—Boston Patriot.
demnified for any losses sustained in conse taken up and passed by the following vote : fill the ambition of a common man ?
Feas—Messrs. Bell, Bibb, Black, Calhoun, The individual on the other side of the floor lately detected in reading tbe New York Eve
quence of the war.
ning! Star, and was heard to express hi tn self
(Zan this be so
We copy tbe following
Secondly, that these claims have been Chambers, Clayj^Cla.UQ^ fcffg of
£JsaacJ^ ¿r
Butfi^er'it,to’’sayJie hfierticnytcr its principles, and to the principles ffom the Albany Evening Journal of 8th ult.
bou ght- ’i o, at
„piaywA*1 aYritrn's Kifight, Leigh, Mangum, Naudain, Poindex does not seem aware of the modern invention of the Whigs generally, and in oppositionpies
to A SPLENDID GOVERNMENT !—King
five per cent.
ter, Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Robbins, Sils of the handkerchief. Now he has resumed the course pursued by the Greatest
~
and Andrew is vieing with the proudest Monarchs
A moment’s reflection shows the hollow bee, Smith, Southard, Sprague, Swift, Tom his pen and re-commenced writing. Did Best.” We need- not -inform
Mr readers that of Europe in
¡., the splendor of ;„
his0 furniture,
ness of both arguments. What consolation is linson, Tyler, Waggaman, Webster—29.
equipage, SEV
you catch a view of his face. It is expressive he was promptly removed from oflice, and and the magnificence of his
‘
it to the merchant ruined by the arbitrary de
Nays—Messrs. Benton, Brown, Forsyth, of nothing but dark, direful, and malignant an honest man put in his place 1
.
ENTY NINE THOUSAND DOLLARS
crees of a Napolean, to know that some of Grundy, Hill, Kane, King of Alabama, Linn, feeling. His smile is one, from which a
have
been
recently
expended
in
ornamenting
his neighbors, by availing themselves of the McKean, Morris, Robinson, Shepley, Tipton, child would involuntarily shrink. In look
New Invention.—A firm of brick-makers, the Palace ! SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS
position of affairs, have made their fortunes ? White, Wilkins, Wright—16.
ing at him you are half tempted to exclaim : in Mount Vernon, Ohio, have succeeded in is
’ called for to complete the President’s Fur
The only question that ought to have been
The consideration ofthe second resolution,
“ A fellow by the hand of nature formed,
getting a new brick machine into operation, niture 1 Several thousand dollars have been
asked, was whether the claim of the plunder on motion of Mr. Forsyth and with the assent
Quoted and sealed to do a deed of ill!”
and with complete success. It operates by paid for Chandelier ornaments in a single
ed merchant to be indemnified for his losses of Mr. Clay, was postponed until the follow
Mr. Hill has the misfortune to be lame. pressure, and manufactures, as the Mount room of the Palace ! The expenses of the
was or was not founded in justice ; and with ing day. The bill for the better organization
respect to the second argument, it only shows of the Marine Corps was passed by a vote of His figure is diminutive, cowering, and in Vernon Gazette states, the very best quality present administration exceed, by more than
dicative, in a singular degree, of the charac of bricks out of dry clay. There is a pressure TWELVE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS a
that American citizens estimated the honesty 25 to 12 ; and tbe Senate adjourned.
of more than fifty tons upon every brick ; it year, that of any former President.
ter of his mind as well as of his politics.”
of the French government at a discount of
comes from the press as smooth as plates of
Is this the “ RETRENCHMENT AND
WEDNESDAY,-JUNE 4.
95 per cent ! Will the present conduct of the
(t/^Mr. Hardin, of Kentucky, made the polished steel can produce. One horse REFORM” that was promised to the Amer
Legislature be calculated to enhance the
The first of the joint resolutions proposed
ican People, as among the blessings that
market value ?
by Mr. Clay, was passed without a division. following remarks in a late speech, in the makes twenty such pressures in a minute.
would follow the election of Andrew JackThe second, which requires the restoration House of Representatives :—
Cruelty.—A person was arraigned before son ?
Getting rid of a Dangerous Companion.—A of the public deposites to the Bank, gave rise
To illustrate still further the idleness of the
Win.
N.
Green,
Esq.
in
Worcester,
recently,
gentleman who was proceeding from Dur to considerable discussion, in the course of ( clerks in the Post Office Department, or, if
ham towards Sunderland, alone in his gig, which Mr. McKean observed, that he should i they do their duty, the little business assigned on a charge of cruelly and inhumanly beating
(Cr’A BLASTING MILDEW is sudden
__________ x.
....
______ i. x x 1.
11 flm
overtook, in the dusk of the evening, a per support
to thorn
them, TI wnn
would on
call
the attention ofi* «-k
the a yoke of oxen which were in his care. Af ly brought upon the business concerns of the
it, notx 1because
he_ xithought
the ________
meas ! tn
son on foot, having the appearance of a re ure likely to be attended with essential relief, Committee to the Blue Book, and there they ter an investigation, the magistrate not having country, & a PROSTRATION OF TRADE
spectable female ; who politely asked of him but because a vast majority of his constituents will find the third clerk in the examiner’s of final jurisdiction in such cases, he was order AND CREDIT, to an extqnt supposed to
the favor of a ride, which the gentleman read thought it would, and he did not feel at liber fice of the Post Office Department, (A. S. ed to give bail in the sum of $100 for his ap have been hitherto unknown, is by somemeans
ily granted. Soon after the vacant seat became ty to oppose their will. The resolution was Merriwither,) at a salary of $800 a year. I pearance to answer to said charge at the next effected.— Washington Globe.
occupied, the gentleman turned his head passed by a vote of 28 to 16.
Contrast this with the language of the same
will ask the members of the Committee, do term of the Court of Common Pleas.—Spy.
round to speak to his supposed female com
paper for the last four mouths ! Blair has
you know him ? Gentleman, if you do not,
Tbe
Steamboat
Columbus
has
lately
as

panion, when he observed a whisker on the
been pledging his word and honor (what an
I will tell you—he has occupied yonder seat
THURSDAY, JUNE 5.
cheek. Surprised and somewhat alarmed at
in the stenographers’’ box, taking down the de cended the Flint River to a place called Dan idea !) that there has not been the slightest
A
bill
was
introduced
by
Mr.
Poindexter,
on
the discovery he purposely dropped a glove
bates of this House for the Globe, during the ville, “ 280 miles further into the interior than distress in the country, except the ill wishes
on the road, and immediately drew up, re the subject of the commencement of the next whole session, until a few days ago, about the has ever before been penetrated by steamboats of panic-makers and Bank attorneys ! Now
session
of
Congress,
and
was
made
the
order
of
in the same direction, and then too at an ex he has turned “ panic-maker” himself, and
quested thç stranger to be so good as to alight
time we commenced this bill.
tremely low stage of water.”
and pick it up, as his horse would not stand the day for Monday. A petition from citizens
confesses to a Blasting Mildew.
so .as to enable him to do so. This scheme of- Pennsylvania, against the renewal of the
Boston Atlas.
We have been favoured with a peep at a
patent
of
John
Ames,
was
presented
by
Mr.
had the desired effect ; the person alighted,
Tornado.—The Petersburg Va. Intelligen
letter from Baltimore, ofthe 19th ultimo, from
Wilkins.
The
bill
providing
compensation
and the gentleman instantly drove oft at a
cer gives an account of a destructive.tornado,
“ OPINIONS OF JEFFERSON.”
which we take the following extract
rapid pace, leaving his late companion at a for property lost or destroyed during the late
“ General Jackson avowed to a friend on which passed over Nansemond and Chester
“ That great apostle of liberty,” Thomas
War
with
Great
Britain,
was
made
the
order
distance in the rear.—On afterwards examin
Saturday, that nothing should induce him to field on Wednesday of last week. Forests Jefferson, just before his death, observed
ing a reticule which had been left in the gig, of the day for Friday week. Several private consent to ANY BANK—and that he should and houses were prostrated in its course, and in an emphatic manner to a friend, when
bills
were
considered
in
committee
of
the
the gentleman was horrified to find a brace of
run for a third term, rather than risk the es several persons severely, though not fatally, speaking of Gen. Jackson, that “ his faith m
Whole, and the Senate adjourned.
injured.
loaded pistols.—Durham (Eng.) Advertiser.
tablishment of any during his life.”
the self-government of the people had never been
FRIDAY, JUNE 6.
We hopd the General will not risk his fu
so completely shaken, as it had been by the ef
A magistrate in England conceived the
The election which was held a few days forts made at the last election to place over
Various private bills were considered.
ture reputation upon running, for be would,
idea that the word “ clause” was in the plu
we think, find out—that a brave man should ago in the District on the eastern shore of their heads one who, in every station he ever
ral number ; accordingly he was often dieard
not trust his fame too far—he has run enough Maryland, to supply the vacancy in Congress filled, whether military or civil, made it a point
SATURDAY, jfuNE 7.
to speak of the first “ claw,” and the second
No business of general interest was trans —should he start again, he would not, we occasioned by the death of the late member, to violate every order and instruction given
“ claw,” of a statute.
acted.
think, stop on this side of the Hermitage. Mr. L. P. Dennis, resulted in the election of him, and to take HIS OWN ARBITRARY
This squinting of his, at an election for life, to Mr. Steele, the Whig candidate, by a majori WILL as the guide of his own conduct.”
From Barbadoes.—By the schooner Mount
save the country from a Bank, is very kind ty of about 1000 votes over Mr. Stewart, the
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
And on another occasion, he gave his last
Vernon, we have received Barbadoes pa
in him—but were we to give him our advice Jackson candidate.
MONDAY, JUNE 2.
but terrible warning in these words: “ My
pers to the 17th May inclusive. The Island
country !” said he, “ thou too will experience
Mr. Stevenson resigned his place as Speak in David Crockett’s style—we should say “ he
was perfectly quiet and every arrangement
Thunder Shower.—On Sunday night, the the fate which has befallen every free govern
er,
accompanying bis resignation with a long had better mind HIS EYE.”—N. Y. Gaz.
appears to be in progress to meet the crisis of
11th
ult.
there
was
a
thunder
shower
of
un

ment :—thy liberties will be sacrificed to the
general emancipation, which is to take place address. It was then voted to proceed to the
“ The Experiment must go on !n—“ Perish common severity for this season ofthe year, glory of some MILITARY CHIEFTAIN.
election of Speaker, and, on the tenth ballot
this summer.
Credit, perish Commerce.”—It appears from which extended very generally over this part I had fondly hoped to have found an excep
The Grenada abolition law has been pub ing Mr. Bell of Tennessee was elected.
the Treasurer’s Department, that on a com of the country, so tar as we have heard. In tion ; but thy support of Jackson—a man
lished in the newspapers. It contains 117
parison of the receipts for the first quarter of Templeton, the lightning struck the barn of who has disregarded every order he has re
TUESDAY, JUNE 3.
clauses, besides schedules occupying three
1833, with the first quarter of 1834, there is a Osgood Wilder, which was burnt with its ceived— who has trampled under foot the
Mr.
Stodderd,
from
the
Committee
of
the
columns. Two severe shocks of earthquake
Custom House deficit of nearly $2,600,000. contents. Two cows were instantly killed, laws and constitution of his country, and who
District
of
Columbia,
reported
a
bill,
prohib

were felt in that island early last month,
This may be well set down as the fruits of and the third, being liberated, had gone but has substituted his own UNGOVERNABLE
which caused great terror and alarm, but iting the issue of notes, of a smaller denomi “ the experiment.’’
a few rods from the door before she fell and WILL as his own rule of conduct,—thy sup
nation than ten dollars, by any of the Banks
happily no damage was done.
This result was obtained at the Treasury died also. There was a calf in the barn, port of such a man shakes my confidence in
Demarara papers have reached us this of the District. The discussion of the report Department on Saturday last by the corres which was forgotten, and which, it is suppo
morning to the 5th May. The colony was of the committee on the contested election pondent of the N. Y. American, who says that sed, was burnt alive. Fears were for a while the capacity of man for self-government, AND
still suffering from the dry weather, which in Kentucky, occupied the House during the such is the general result, notwithstanding an entertained that it would be impossible to ar I FEAR ALL IS LOST 1”
almost destroyed the crop of plantains, the. remainder of the day ; but no question was amount has been received more than double rest the flames till the other buildings should
The commissioners on the French treaty
main subsistence of the laborers, and other taken.
of that received from the sale of the public be destroyed ; but by the timely arrival of as have reported that there are due to Ameri
provisions had become very scarce and deajf.
Lands for the first quarter of 1833, nearly two sistance, a shed, situated between the barn cans $51,830,000, with interest, for spolia
We notice that on plantation Providence in
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4.
millions; and that from the Custom House and dwelling house, was demolished, and the tions on their commerce ; so that the amount
Berbice, eighty puncheons of corn flourhad
The House resumed the consideration of nearly two millions six hundred thousand dol materials removed, and thus the house was stipulated to be paid by Mr. Rives’ treaty is
been ground by machinery attached to a the report of the committee on the Kentucky lars, of those received for the corresponding
,.J& preserved. We do not learn what the loss but a small portion of the debt even when
steam engine.—Æ. F. Dai. Adv.
' election, but the discussion related merely to period of last year.
I is estimated to be.—Worcester Spy.
paid.
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advances, startling and alarming as it may be,
Afflicting intelligence from Fort Mitchell.— To the Hon. Court of County Commissioners . *»*55
is necessary in order to justify the act of the A letter was received in this city yesterday
—. firiheCountyofYork. _
PROBATE NOTICES
President in seizings retaining and disposing from Fortress Munroe, which states that of ‘
HE undersigned, inhabitants of the town
SATURDAY, JUNE 14,1834.
of the public moneys : that paper was pre ficial information was received there on
of North Berwick, in said county, re
At a Court of Probate Holden al Saco, with
spectfully represent, that that part of the new
New Hampshire.—The Legislature of New pared with great deliberation and extraordi the 22d idt. of the almost total annihilation
nary care.—Its principles, aims and objects of the two military companies stationed at
in and for the county of York, on the
Hampshire assembled at Concord, on Wed were well considered and presented in the Fort Mitchell, in Alabama, by the cholera. road or straightening, leading from the old
first Monday of June, in the year of our
road near widow Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling
nesday, the 4th inst. The Senate was organ most alluring garb and insinuating form : but All but 15 were dead, and of those seven house to the Causeway hill in North Berwick,
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
ized by the choice of Jared W. Williams as under its painted wings it carries a poisonous were sick. The disease attacked all indis which was at a regular session of the County
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
sting deadly to the constitution of our coun
Court!
President, and Winthrop A. Marston and Jo try.—The supplement adds new disguises in criminately, temperate and intemperate, offi Commissioners, for the County of York, be
cers and men. Lieutenants Bryant, Allen,
N the petition of John Holmes, Esq., a
seph Clough as Clerks. Governor Dinsrnoor ambiguous expressions, particularly in using Graham and Cloud were among its victims. gun and held at Alfred, in said County, on
creditor to the estate of Joshua Trafthe third Tuesday of May 1833, ordered to
having resigned his office as Chief Magistrate the word « law” in so equivocal a manner as
ton, late of Shapleigh, in said county, gentle
Atlas.
be opened and made, may be discontinued,
of the State, in consequence of sickness in his to leave it to be applied as shall best suit the
as it would subject the town to a very great man, deceased, praying that administration of
occasion, either to a law of Congress or the
The following resolution was adopted by expense to build the road and bridge, and the estate of said deceased may be granted
family, Mr. Williams left the Senath to per paramount law, the Constitution. By assert
to him the said Holmes 1
form the duties of Governor until a new one ing that he claims no control over those per the Antimasonic Convention, assembled at that the Public convenience, in our opinion,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
Montpelier, in Vermont, on the 19th ult.
does not require the alteration.
was qualified. The Senate then made choice sons to whose custody the law confides the
Resolved, the antimasons of other States
Wherefore your Petitioners pray, that the tice thereof to all persons interested in said
public money, unless he be an officer for in their State Conventions concurring herein, road above mentioned may be discontinued estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
of Jesse Carr as President pro tern.
whose conduct in this respect he is respon
In the House, Charles G. Atherton was sible, leaving untouched and unretracted the That a National Antimasonic Convention be agreeably to their request. Your petitioners published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
chosen Speaker, receiving 161 of 174 votes distinct and unequivocal assertion of the Pro called to meet in the city of Philadelphia, on would further pray that your honors would successively, that they may appear at a Pro
the third Tuesday in June, A. D. 1835, for view and order a new road to be laid out and
given. James Clark was elected Clerk by a test, that such person must by the Constitu the purpose of presenting to the citizens of opened from said Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling bate Court to be holden at Limerick, in said
nearly unanimous vote, and Andrew Freese tion, be such an officer, and that the very fact the United States, candidates for the office of house to said Causeway hill in the place county, on the first Monday in July next, at
that he is entrusted with the custody of the
Assistant Clerk, having 156 of 185 votes.—On money of itself makes the President respon President and Vice President of the United where the old road was heretofore travelled. ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
States, and that the United States Antimason
WILLIAM WEYMOUTH, & als.
Thursday, the two Houses met in Convention, sible for his conduct.
said petition should not be granted.
ic Committee, Messrs. Henry Dana Ward,
North-Berwick, May 13, 1834.
when the committee to whom was referred
But the people are not to be thus blinded Henry Cotheal, and Samuel St. John, be in
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
the votes for Governor, reported the whole or deceived. If their intelligence be not suf vited to call such convention.
STATE OF MAINE.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ficient to penetrate such disguises, the cause
number of votes to be 30,173 ; Necessary for of republicanism and human liberty may in
York, ss.
June 7.
The
Blue
Book.
—
The
people
of
Newbury

At a regular session of the County Commis
a choice, 15,087 ; Scattering, 1,631 ; and that deed be considered as hopeless.
sioners oj the County of York, begun and
William Badgerhaving 28,542 was duly elect
A fearful crisis in the history of our Con port have got a sight at the Blue Book, and
have examined the pay of Custom House offi
held at Alfred, on the third Tuesday of May, At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
ed Governor.—On Friday, the Message of stitution has indeed arrived. The Senate of ( cers at that port. It appears they now re
and for the County of York, on the first
the United States true to the purposes of its ceive 84698 70 per year. Under Mr. Adams’
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord
the Governor was communicated to both
N this Petition, Ordered, That the Peto .be very object of its being is XïnïsSon
/i“d 2^5- 38 So mu h
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
Houses, and the Committee to whom had now resisting the encroachments of that de
tioners give notice to all persons and
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
for Retrenchment ! The expenses for the
corporations interested, that the said Commissaid

been referred the returns of the votes for partment, which in all time has been found same services are nearly doubled under thereCourt:
sioners will meet at the house of Col. Nathan
Councillors reported that Messrs. Samuel by dire experience, to be most dangerous to forming administration.
ATHAN D. APPLETON, administrator
iel Hobbs, in North Berwick, on the fourth
human liberty, a single Executive.
of the estate of Humphrey Clark, late of
Cushman ; Job Otis ; JacobZTuttle, Stephen
Tuesday of August next, at ten o’clock A. M.
For this the most violent assaults are made
Waterborough, in said county, yeoman, de
The
Bath
Enquirer
recommends
Chief
Johnson and Elijah Miller were elected.
and
will
then
proceed
to
view
the
route
for
not only upon its individual members, but the
af- ceased, having presented his first account of
body itself. If they shall succeed, not only Justice Mellen to be supported by the Whigs the highway prayed for, and immediately af
Look Out !—A store in this village and the fair fabric of American Liberty, but the of this State, as a candidate for Governor, at ter said view will at some ednvenient place administration of the estate of said deceased
for allowance : and Phebe Clark, the only
’ the vicinity,
.. 'hear the
’ ,parties.
' • Said notice child, of said Humphrey Clark, having-petU
one at the Landing were entered, the latter hopes of the philanthropic throughout the the ensuing election. The election of Judge in
Mellen to the Gubernatorial chair would con- to he
be by causing1 the Town Cl
Clerk of North
on the night of Tuesday and the former of world, will be crushed and buried forever in fer great honor upon the State, and we doubt
Berwick to be served with an attested copy tioned for an allowance out of the personal
its ruins. But there is no cause for despon
Wednesday last, and money and goods dency. The people arising in their majesty not that he would discharge the duties in of said petition and this order thereon, by estate ofsaid deceased :
ORDERED—That the said administrator
office
with
v«...uv..1,upon
urvuthe
l„vvu,
lv„
HUCeminent
,milcinability
auimj,: causing the
me same to
tone
postea up in three
tnree
stolen therefrom.
The amount of prop will come to the rescue of their own Consti cumbent
be posted
give notice to all persons interested, by
I
'
’
’
„
‘
but
under
existing
circumstances
we
do
not
I
public
places
in
said
town
and
by
causing
tution
and
Liberty.
They
will
be
true
to
their
erty taken; however, was trifling,
The
think it would be judicious to put him in the same to be published in the Kennebunk causing a copy of this order to be published
thieves appear to have sought principal ancestors, their posterity and themselves.”
nomination. This is mere matter of opinion, Gazette published at Kennebunk, three weeks three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
ly for “ metallic currency”—perhaps “ rag
Mr. McIntire, M. C. says—“ In spite of however. Others may think differently and successively, each of the other notices and ty, that they may appear at a Probate
money” would not have been refused. distress and panics, business will go on—pri perhaps more correctly.
the first of said publications to be thirty days
Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said coun
Norridgewock Journal.
at least before said fourth Tuesday .of August. ty, on the first Monday in August next, at ten
The last article, however, they found not, and ces of labor and merchandise and produce
Attest, J ERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
the former was not found in great profusion keep up—canals are covered with boats, and
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
New Haven Election.—Heriry'C. Flagg, the Copy of said Petition and order thereon,
if any they have, why the said account
—probably their cash receipts did not ex all the tangible marks of prosperity are in con Whig candidate, was elected Mayor, by a
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
should not be allowed, and the said allow
ceed a dollar.—We learn also that two or
June 14.
tradiction to the paper marks of distress majority of 34 votes over Mr. Darling, the
ance made.
three dwelling-houses in this village were and ruin.” Whew ! Who now will doubt present mayor. The whole number of votes
Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
PAPER HANGINGS.
A true copy, Attest,
entered on Wednesday night and several ar the acumen of our worthy Representative ? was 852, of which Flagg had 460. The Whig
Aldermen were elected by a large majority,
WM. Cutter Allen, Register.
LARGE and handsome assortment of
ticles stolen.—Our citizens should secure York District must esteem herself highly fa but the precise numbers were not ascertained
June 7.
ROOM PAPERS & BORDERS,
their houses and shops carefully and meas
when
our
informant
left.
Last
year
the
vored in being represented by a gentleman
just received and for sale by D. REMICH.
ures should be taken to ferret out and bring so intelligent, so accurate and so eloquent 1 Jackson Mayor was elected and the Jackson
June 13,1834.
At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within
Aidermen.
to justice these offenders against the Laws of The experience of every reader of the paper,
and for the county of York, on the first
FWUR.
God and Man.
Monday in June, in the year of our Lord
the columns of which are weekly enriched by
Fire.—The dwelling-house and outhouses
E BBLS. SUPERFINE FLOUR,
eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the Hon.
of Judge Cony, in Augusta village, were
For sale by
WM. LORD.
Avalanche !—A very curious migration his correspondence, must abundantly confirm burned on Sunday night last. The furniture,
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
June 6, 1834.
Court:
took place in this vicinity on Wednesday the truth and justice of the sentence which &c. mostly saved. The fire originated in
N the petition of Sarah Mason, admin
has
just
been
quoted.
the
stable,
where
some
one
is
supposed
to
night last. About a quarter of an acre of land
Bibles & Testaments.
istratrix of the estate of Simon Mason",
have been with a light to feed a cow.
on the eastern bank of the Kennebunk river,
UARTO, Royal Octavo, Pronouncing,
A Jackson County Convention is to be held
late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, de
Duodecimo and Pocket Bibles, in a ceased, representing that the personal estate
near the house of Mr. Benjamin Durrill, in at Alfred on the fourth day of July next,
It is expected that ten thousand emigrants
great variety of bindings; Octavo, Duodeci
ofsaid deceased is not sufficient to pay the
Kennebunk-port, slid into the river, carrying for the purpose of nominating State and from Germany will land in the United States
mo and Pocket Testaments ; for sale very just debts which be owed at the time of his
away half of the Kennebunk bridge, (a draw County Officers, Member of Congress, &c. and the Canadas, during the year 1834—about low by
D. REMICH.
death by the sum of three hundred dollars,
that number have made preparations to leave
bridge,) and nearly filling up the channel for
June 13, 1834.
and praying for a license to sell and convey
Germany.
Hon. J. Holmes of Alfred has accepted
so much of the real estate of said deceased,
a rod or more. Where on Wednesday a ship
(Er" Second year of IParleyps as may be necessary for the payment ofsaid
of the largest size might have laid afloat, the an invitation from the citizens of China, in
YORK COUNTY BIBLE SOCIETY.
debts and incidental charges :
Magazine.
river may now be forded without difficulty. Kennebec County, to deliver an oration in
A meeting of The above Society for the
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
HE unexampled success of this juvenile
The land moved in a solid mass, and the apple that town on the fourth of July.
choice of officers and for transacting any
Work, which now circulates into every tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
other business that may come before them,
trees upon it look as flourishing and seem
to  all persons interested in said estate, by
state and territory of the Union has encour
Green Peas and Strawberries—the first of
io be as firmly imbedded in the soil in their the season,—were sdld in Boston last Wed will be holden at the Court House in Alfred, aged the publishers to renewed exertions in causing a copy of this order to be published
on Wednesday the 18th day of June instant, making it all that judicious Parents could in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
■new situation, as they did on the spot where ' nesday.
at 2 o’clock P. M.—The Trustees are request reasonably expect for the amusement and in nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
they were reared. The slide was accompa
ed to meet at the same place at one o’clock struction of Youth.
sively, that they may appear at a Probate
MAKE ROOM FOR ROCHESTER.
P. M. of said day. By order of the Board of
nied with a noise resembling the rumbling
Court to be holden at Limerick, in said
It
is
important
to
remark,
that
this
Maga

The Rochester Charter Election took place Trustees.
JOHN FROST, Rec. Sec'y.
county, on the first Monday in July next, at
of an earthquake.
zine
has
become
a
great
favorite
in
Schools,
on Monday last, and the Whigs carried EV
N. B. It is hoped that there will be a gen and that judicious Parents and teachers have ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
ERY WARD I! !
eral attendance of the friends of the Bible discovered that its interesting matter, its spir cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
Correspondence.—A letter was recently
Last spring, one year ago, the Regency
ited and appropriate engravings, its entire said petition should not be granted.
forwarded to Mr. Sprague, one of the Sen party carried three Wards and their general cause throughout the County.
June 6, 1834.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
novelty, added to the circumstance of
ators from this State in the Congress of the ticket by 92 majority. Now the Whig ma
A true copy,—Attest,
its coming every fortnight fresh from the
jority
is
243,
making
a
difference
of
335.
Wm. Cutter Allen. Register.
United States, signed by a large majority of
press, in convenient and beautiful numbers,
HYMENEAL.
June 7.
have all conspired to render it unusually at
the Whig citizens of Portland, thanking him
Elmira, one of the strongholds of the Alba
It is read with
MARRIED—In Kennebunk-port, Peter Clark, tractive to young readers.
for his able advocacy of the best interests of ny Regency, has given a Whig majority.
NEW BOOKS.
avidity and pleasure ; and the object of school
Esq.
Attorney
at
Law
of
Nashua,
to
Miss
Susan
the people, and more particularly, expressing
Lord.
education, so far as it relates to reading underWhig Success.—The entire Whig ticket for
the most cordial approbation of the firm and
AMILIAR Letters ; Family at Home
In Dover, Mr. James Hubbard, of Acton, to standingly, acquiring at the same time valua
Corner Stone ; Fire Side Piety ;
pertinent manner in which, as a Senator from city officers has prevailed in Norwich, Conn, Miss Hannah Adams, of D.
ble portions of knowledge, and an enduring
by an average majority of orie hundred votes.
taste for reading, is better accomplished by Private Devotions ; Young Christian ;
this State in the Congress of the Republic, Mr. F. A. Perkins is elected Mayor over Mr.
OBITUARY.
this interesting periodical, than by any means Worcester’s Last Thoughts ; Biblical Reader;
he met the recent deliberate invasion of his Lanman, the Jackson candidate. The JackSprague’s Hints, &c. &c.
hitherto attempted.
rights and of the rights of the whole people, son party have had the ascendency in this city
DIED—In Kennebunk-port, Mr. John FairThere are now Schools in every part of the
New Books for Children.
field, a soldier of the Revolution, aged 75 years. country that take some twenty, some thirty,
by the President in his late Protest against for the last four years.
In Berwick. Mrs. Dorcas, wife of Mr. Mark some forty, and some as many as sixty-six Child at Home ; Lectures to Children ;
certain proceedings of the Senate.—We sub
Child’s Book of Repentance, by T. H. GalNew Jersey.—R. H. Bayard was chosen to Worster, aged 62.
copies of this Magazine ; and the Teachers,
laudet;
join a portion of Mr. Sprague’s reply.
In North Berwick, on the 8th inst. Deacon
the Senate in 1832, for four years, by the
one and all, recommend its use and impor
“ The subject which you have so ably Jackson party. He has now resigned his Thomas D. Fernald, after a short illness of 8 ! tance in the most unequivocal manner, and History of Joseph, by do. ;
touched, the late Executive proceedings and seat, unable longer to go with the party, and days, which he bore with patience and Christian are exerting themselves to increase its circula How to be Happy, by Mrs. Sigourney ;
aged 70 years, 3 months and 8 days.
Poetry for Children, by do.
pretensions in relation to the public revenue, disapproving the usurpations of the President. fortitude,
In Newburyport, 9th inst. Mrs. Mary, wife of tion.
Sketches of Prophets and Phrophecy ;
is indeed a theme so disastrously fruitful and
To such as are yet unacquainted with Par Well Spent Hour ; Persecuted Child ;
Mr. Charles Whipple, Bookseller, and daughter
comprehensive, that it can only be glanced at
Maryland.—John N. Steele has been elect of the late James King, Esq. of Salem, aged 53. ley’s Magazine, we would state some of the
A great variety of small Toy Books, for
within the compass of a letter ; they have ed to Congress, in place of the late Mr. Den
interesting topics that it presents."
sale by
D. REMICH.
been beheld with terror and felt with agony nis. Mr. Steele was the Whig candidate,
I. Natural History—Of beasts, birds, fishes,
June 13, 1834.
SHIP NEWS.
from the centre to the circumference of the and had about 1000 majority.
reptiles,'insects ; plants, flowers, trees ; the
United States.—Viewing them as I did and
human frame, &c.
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 14, 1834.
Correspondence of the Baltimore Patriot.
still do, I should have been recreant to every
II. Biography—Especially of the Young. COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
CAMBRIDGE,
MD.
JUNE
3
d
,
1834,
principle of moral and political duty, if I had
ARRIVED.
III.
Geography—Accounts of places, man
Our election is over. Mr. Steele, the antiHE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
not resisted them to the uttermost of my abil
June 10—Sloop Maria, Wormwood, from ners, customs, &c.
of Probate for the County of York,
ity.—If the claim of prerogative and preten Jacksonian, is elected by 1168 votes majority Gloucester.
IV.
Travels
and
Voyages,
in
various
parts
Commissioners to receive and examine the
Sch. Mary, Webber, from Boston.
sions of power which have been acted upon over his opponent Mr. Stewart, the Jackson
of
the
world.
in taking possession of the public money, anti-Bank candidate. The entire district has
CLEARED.
V. Lively Descriptions of the Curiosities claims of the creditors to the estate of
Riid avowed in the protest, shall be sanction been heard from. In Dorchester Mr. Steele’s
June 10—Sch. Ploughboy, Walker, Boston.
PORTER SANDS,
of
Nature and Art,—in each of the U. States,
ed by the people of these United States, the majority is 491 votes. In Worcester 311,
SAILED.
and in other countries.
late of Kennebunk, in said County, deceased,
and
in
Somerset
366,
making
in
all
a
major

exterior form of our republican constitution,
June 12—Sch. Ploughboy, Walker, Boston.
VI. Lessons on objects that daily surround represented insolvent, and six months being
bequeathed by the wisdom and consecrated ity of 1168! Last Fall, when Mr. Dennis
MEMORANDA.
Children in the Parlor, Nursery, Garden, &c. allowed for the creditors to bring m and prove
was
elected,
his
majority
over
Mr.
Stewart
by the blood of our fathers, may indeed re
Ar. at Boston, 5th inst. brig Lucy, Davis, fm. Accounts of Trades and Employments.
their claims, hereby give notice that they will
main, but its substance will have been abro was only 210—our gain since then is 958 New York.
VII. Particular Duties of the Young—to attend for that purpose at the office of John
Sid, from Matanzas, 23d ult. brig Watchman, Parents, Teachers, Brothers, Sisters, &c.
gated, and an elective despotism established votes! Is not this a great victory ? a most
Frost, in said Kennebunk, on the last Sat
in its stead. If one man in any Government, signal triumph ? The voice of the People is Patterson, Riga.
VIII. Bible Lessons and Stories.
urday of June inst. and on the last Saturdays!
Sid. from Newport, 3d, ship Pactolus, Wise.
holds absolute control over the army and the heard from the ballot box. They have pro
IX. Narratives—Such as are well authen of the five following months from 2 .till 5
Ar. at Nantucket, 4th, PhaBton, Richardson,
navy and over the whole mass of thousands, claimed that the welfare of Rome shall never
ticated ; Original Tales.
o’clock P. M. of each of said days.
and tens of thousands of civil officers that be surrendered for the glory of Caesar. Let Saco.
X. Parables, Fables, and Proverbs, where
JOHN FROST,
pervade every county, every town and vil their great example be followed, and we
WM. W. WISE.
The schr. Mary, Polleys, of and from Portland, the Moral is obvious and excellent.
have
nothing
to
fear.
lage, holding the Post Office and all the oth
XL Poetry—Adapted to the youthful ca
Kennebunk, June 5, 1834.
for Boston, with slate and paving stone, which
er great departments of the Government in
she took in at Fox Islands, sprung aleak Tues pacity and feelings.
A Grand Whig Jubilee was held at Cin day morning, off Cape Neddick, and sunk im
his hands, arresting legislation by his vote, or
XII. intelligence—Embracing Accounts of
BERWICK ACADEMY
moulding it effectually to his will by the in cinnati, Ohio, May 23d, in honor of the victo mediately. Crew landed at the Cape.
Juvenile Books, Societies, and Remarkable
visible, pervading, and almost irrisistible agen ries in New York, Virginia, &c. 6 or 7000
Occurrences.
HE summer term of this Institution will
cy of appointments, patronage and influence, persons were present. Several animated ad
Many of the above Subjects are illustrated
Books if Stationary.
commence on Monday, June 16th.
and has superadded to all the possession and dresses were delivered. The writer of the
by numerous and beautiful Engravings, pre
LOUIS TURNER.
custody of all the public property, and all the account says he does not believe there are
pared
by
the
best
Artists,
and
selected
not
on

June 7.
3yv
D. REMICH
national treasure, he is every inch a king, al 100 Jackson Van Buren men in the city—he
ly with a view to adorn the Work, but to im
AS just received a large assortment of prove the Taste, cultivate the Mind, and raise
though called by the name, and wearing the does not know of 50. Cincinnati has a JackMiscellaneous & School Books ; the affections of the young to appropriate and
garb of a Republican President.—It is time son Representative in Congress.
NOTICE.
Writing and Letter Paper, a great variety
:
to look at things, and no longer be deluded
worthy
objects. We would make them bet fyman, Kennebunkport.
by names.
Connecticut.—The Legislature has passed and almost every article of Stationary usually ter children, better brothers, better sisters, Hollis, JJtiddeford N Naco,
The President seems to have thought that a series of strong resolutions disapproving of inquired for.
better pupils, better associates, and, in the
June 13,1834.
he might under the guise of honeyed words the removal of the deposites, and in favor of
end, better citizens.
LL persons indebted to Dr. LEVI J.
and pathetic personal appeals to the sympa a National Bank, by an average vote of 100 to
This Magazine comes out every other Sat
HAM, in either of the above named
thies of a generous people, arrogate the right 50, in the House, and 16 to 5 in the Senate.
DUST WANTED.
towns, are hereby notified that he has left his
urday, and is sent to any part of the United
ful possession of that absolute power which
LL persons indebted to the subscribers, States, by mail.—Price, One Dollar a year, in demands at the office of Wm. C. Allen, Esq.
he had been for some time actually, but not
Ohio.—Accounts from the wheat growing
by note or account of more than 3 advance.—6 copies for $5 ; 20 copies for $15; in,
: Alfred, for collection.
avowedly exerting. The Protest upon which counties of Ohio represent the crops as hav months standing, are requested to pay the or 25 quarterly parts for $5.—Postage three
June 2.
you animadvert is indeed one of the most ex ing sustained very serious injury from the same immediately, as we do not wish to em quarters
.
UUUU1 1UV
of V*a vuuvj
cent, U
if under
100 LJJ11V/O«
miles, UUU
one
traordinary documents of any age.—Any in frost. It is recommended by practical agri barrass a Lawyer with the collection of our cent and a quarter only for the greatest dis- /"40RN for sale, by the subscriber,
telligent man who will carefully examine that culturalists to cut the wheat and to rely en debts.
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
WM. ILORD.
tance.
LILLY, WAIT, & Co., Boston.
protest, will find that every doctrine which it tirely on the second growth.
Doughty’s Falls, June 10,1834.
3m.
June 3,1834June 7.
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PROSPECTUS OF THE
gazEBSBRonsaïSE.
OULD inform his friends and the pub "IKTOW in press, and will soon be published,
lic that be has removed to the store lAi “ A Gazeteer of Maine,” compiled from
formerly occupied by Messrs. D. Wise & the
Co.,best sources of information, from several
next door to Messrs. J. & I. Lord’s, where volumes already published, and from original
papers prepared expressly for the purpose.
he is opening a good assortment of
This work will contain a sketch of the earli
Neto
Reasonable
est history of Maine, a description of the coun
which he will sell low for Cash or Country ties, towns, rivers, mountains, and all the
Produce.
useful matter generally comprised in works
Kennebunk, May 23, 1834.
of the kind. The whole will pass under the
inspection and review of able judges, and as
Temperance Tales.
surance is given that the work shall be full,
WTO. 1—My Mother’s Gold Ring.
'complete and correct. We ate aware that
_LN No. 2.—Wild Dick and Good Little there has been imposition and deception in
Robin.
book subscriptions, and we wish to say that'■
No. 3.—T am afraid there is a God..
no subscriber will be requested to take the!
No. 4.—A Sectarian Thing.—For sale by book when published, unless he is entirely
D. REMICH.
satisfied with its appearance. It is absolute
May 24,1834.
ly necessary that subscriptions sufficient
should be obtained to cover the expense,’
BACON, &c.
which will be considerable.
JAMÈS BURTON, Jr.

JOHN G. MAYO

NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.

CONSUMPTION!

Asthma! & Catarrh!

__ 1 HIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival_J[ led for the following complaints, viz: - N that long train of diseases which seem to
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ;
grow with the growth of civilized society,
BY GRENVILLE MELLEN.
Bilious Disorders ; Jaundice ; Dropsy ; Asth
Voice of the viewless spirit ! that hast rung
ma Costiveness; Bilious Cholic ; for Worms ;
Through the still chambers of the human heart,
Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast ; Loss }takes the lead in its relentless inroads upon
Since our first parents in sweet Eden sung
of Appetite Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness; human life
Their low lament in tears—thou voice, that art
yet this dreadful disorder is
Shortness
of Breath; Nervous
Com- ;
Around us and above us, sounding on
easily overcome in its earlier stages. It is
With a perpetual echo, ’tis on thee,
plaints, fyc.
The Ministry sublime to wake and warn !—
This medicine is of a warming, cheering onlv when neglected that it arrives at the
Full of that high and wondrous Deity,
and invigorating nature: whereas, it is well terrific maturity which so often baffles the
That call’d existence out from Chaos’ lonely sea !
known many other cathartics have directly sagacity of professional science. An ob
Voice that art heard through every age and clime,
an opposite tendency; and it has a most pow stinate Cough is the customary forerunner
Commanding like a trumpet every ear
erful influence, exceeded by no other medi of the PULMONARY CONSUMPTION.
That lends no heeding to the sounds of Time,
cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is Improper neglect in the timely administra
Seal’d up, for ay, from cradle to the bier I
pleasant to take, and in its operation so much I
That tallest, like a watchman’s, through the night,
tion of simple and salutary remedies, is sure
Round those who sit in joy and those who weep,
so, that it may be administered to the tender
to be reproved by a dreadful succession of
Yet startling all men with thy tones of might—
infant with safety.
O voice, that dwellest in the hallowed deep
consumptive symptoms : oppression of the
CERTIFICATES.
Of our own bosom’s silence—eloquent in sleep I
breast ; greenish and bloody spittle ; ulcerPortsmouth, N. H. Aug 19, 1833.
That comest in the clearness of thy power;
Dr. Charles Holman,—About three years ated lungs and hectic fever ; shrivelled ex
Amid the crashing battle’s wild uproar,
since, I was induced to try a bottle of your tremities and general emaciation of the
Stern as at peaceful midnight’s leaden hour ;
Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint at whole body ; prostration of strength ; flush
That talkest by the ocean’s bellowing shore,
Miller * Ball
When surge meets surge in revelry, and lifts
the stomach, to which 1 had been subject ed cheeks ; swollen feet and legs ; and, at
AVE just received a lot of Bacon, in
Its booming voice above the weltering sea ;
CONDITIONS.
I
(probably
occasioned by an obstruction of
That rises loudly ’mid the rearing cliffs ,
fine order, also fresh Figs, Box Raisins
This work will contain about five hundred 'some of the unimportant organs.) I found last, in full possession of the mental facul
And o’er the deep-moulh’d thunder goestfree,
octavo pages, printed on good paper and new ’great relief from the use of it, and ever since ties, and while hope still whispers her flat
and Castana Nuts.
E'en as the silver tones of quiet infancy I
type, and well bound, and will be delivered 'have kept it in my hoitse as a family medi tering tale—cold extremities, and a prema
M ay 23, 1834.
Spirit of God ! what sovereignty is thine !
to subscribers at two dollars per copy, and the (cineits beneficial effects have been experi ture death.
Thine is no homage of the bended knee ;
For the various stages of this complaint,
price will not be reduced.
enced by several members of my family. ReThou hast of vassa lage no human sign ;
ITCH OINTMENT.
' Editors in this State who will insert this spectfullv vour Ob’t. Svt.
one of the roost approved remedies ever yet
Yet monarchs hrtld no royal rule like thee !
prospectus in their papers a few weeks, shall
Unlike the crowned idols of our race,
“ ‘
WILLIAM WALKER.
discovered is
[Price reduced to 25 cenis.]
Thou dost no earthly pomp about thee cast,
receive a copy of the work.
DR. RELFE’S
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
I,
the
subscriber,
of
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
do
Thou tireless sentinel of elder days !—
Any person who will procure eight sub
Who, who to Conscience doth not bow at last,
cation. See directions.
hereby
certify
that
my
son
was
afflicted
with
scribers shall receive a copy gratis.
Old Arbiter of Time—the present, and the past !”
HE character of this celebrated Oint
the scrofulous humor, for two years, and I
Bangor, April, 1834.
This ‘ exceedingly powerful, and yet ement stands unrivalled for being a safe,
have in the same time used many medicines
qually safe and innocent preparation, hasTHE CREATOR’S WORKS.
recommended
for
said
complaint
with
the
ad

speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
Wirst •Innaal Report of the dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and effected thorough and rapid cures upon pa
There’s not a star whose twinkling light
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Maine State Temperance Society.
Illumes the distant earth,
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar qnWO HUNDRED COPIES of thi? inter- all to no effect until I was induced to call on tients supposed to have been far advanced
And cheers the solemn gloom of night,
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
JL esting and valuable Report, containing Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended his in a confirmed Consumption, and who have
But mercy gave it birth.
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
96 pages, octavo, have recently been forward- Nature’s Grand Restorative and after using exhibited the appearances which usually in- i
which are so eminently useful for removing I■ ed to the subscriber, with directions to sell one bottle only my son was restored to per dicate a fatal termination of the disorder.
There’s not a clftud whose dews distill
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
i them at 15 cents each ; (the original price was fect health. I therefore conceive it a. duty I
U$jon the parched clod,
DR. RELFE’S PILLS have also obA fresh supply is just received, and J or sale by
cts. each.) A sufficient number of copies owe to the public to recommend this medi• tained the highest character as a Pectoral
And clothe with verdure vale and hill,
cine
for
the
above
complaint
and
likewise
for
’
JOHN
LILLIE,
Kennebunk,
.
u..
-----ov......
That is not sent by God.
; should be purchased by every Town TemENOCH GOODALE, Saco. i peranee Society in the County, to furnish costiveness and generally as the best familyr Medicine, affording the most unexpected re
lief to those laboring under the common
There’s not a place in earth’s vast round,
Wholesale, by
W. C, MITCHELL. Portland,
one at least to every school district in their medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
JOSIAH WEBSTER.
In ocean deep, or air,
Cough, occasioned by acrid humors irritat
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney. Hastings, several towns. Aside from the mass of statis
Where skill and wisdom are not found,
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, .1.1.
This may certify that my wife had been for ing the throat, or by defluctions on the
i
tical
information
which
is
embodied
in
the
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
For God is every where.
several years afflicted with a cough occasion lungs —symptoms which deprive the sufferer
be addressed to Jesse Daniell
Co. Dedham, Mass. Report, and which cannot fail to interest and
gratify every sincere friend to the cause of ally, and had a seated hard one, for two or of sleep, and gradually introduce the long
Around, beneath, below, above,
Commissioners^ Notice.
temperance, the appendix contains many three months, so that she could not rest day train of Pulmonary affections. The Pills
Wherever space extends,
or night, she obtained some relief from medi
There heaven displays its boundless love,
nnHE subscribers having been appointed extracts and original remarks well calculated cine prescribed by an able Physician, yet she appease the cough, promote easy expecto
And power with mercy blends.
_L by the Judge of Probate for the Coun to promote the interests of this cause and which. was apparently rapidly going into a consump- ration, very essentially relieve, and often
ty of York to receive and examine the claims render the pamphlet an exceedingly valu. tion. While in this state I heard of Holman’s entirely cure the most obstinate and distress
TEMPERANCE ‘DEPARTMENT
able one for distribution.—When it is consid
of the creditors of
ered, that this report is well adapted to pro. Nature’s Grand Restorative, purchased one ing cases.— Common Colds are usuallyre
MARY SAYWARD,
[From the Temperance Journal.]
. bottle ; she began to be relieved, within a day
late of York, in said county, widow, deceased, mote the^temperance reformation, and, more- or two from taking this, and in two weeks moved by the Pills in a few hours.
A VISIT TO A VILLAGE GROG-SHOP.
In the harrassing and suffocating com
(whose estate is represented insolvent,) here over, that the Corresponding Secretary, by her cough was entirely cured, and for seven
The year 1829 was being concluded, by give notice that six months, commencing whom it was prepared—and ably prepared—
plaint
of the asthma, the Pills give imme
when I departed from a village located on the 5th day of May, 1834, have been allowed at the expense of much labor and money, months since she has enjoyed better health diate relief. They mitigate the complaint,
than
she
has
for
a
number
of
years
before,
the river which rolls its waters by our city. to said creditors to bring in and prove their published it at the request of the friends of with no return of her cough. Not one whole and generally effect a radical cure, in those
Alcohol had then many agents there, and claims ; and that we will attend the service temperance but at his own risk, and must bottle was used. Rochester, May 23, 1833. Asthmatic attacks characterized by difficul
brisk was the business of every one of them. assigned us at the dwelling-house of Alexan actually lose money unless the whole edition
GERSHOM HORN.
ty of breathing, tightness and stricture across
is taken up, it is hoped early applications.will
Nearly adjoining one of these misery-marts, der McIntire, in York aforesaid, on the first be made for that portion of the edition
the breast and in the lungs, oppressive flat
VEGETABLE
POWDERS.
Tuesday in June next, and the first Tuesdays
fa rum-grocery J was my residence*—a cir of the five following months from 4 o’clock which has been sent to the subscriber for the
THESE Powders are a most valuable ulences, wheezing, coughing, hoarseness, cos
cumstance that enabled me to see something to 6 o’clock in the afternoon of said days.
composition for young or old, male or female. tiveness & many other asthmatic symptoms.
supply of this county.
D. REMICH.
They are useful and safe for violent coldsj fe
of rum-selling. As what 1 saw, however,
Kennebunk, April 17, 1834.
Dated the 5th day of May, in the year of
As the Pills require in ordinary cases no
vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain confinement, they may be administered with
may be viewed at any hour of the day in our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
The Uhristiasa’s Pattern: in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic, confidence and safety to all ages and classes
midst, it will suffice to say that the owner of
thirty-four.
R Pious Reflections for every day in the loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi
ALEX. MclNTIRE,
the “ mart” was doing a good business, as
month. Collected chiefly from Thomas tation of the heart, rheumatism, female com of people. Unexampled success has hith
THO’S. SAVAGE.
destriers term it. At the time of my depart
plaints,
caused by colds, and all kinds of hu erto attended their administration in a great
a Kempis, with additions. By Edward Up

ure, temperance thoughts were not upper
variety of cases ; and the Proprietor can
ham. Reprinted from the London edition. mors.
Ratnuel
Menduni
most in my mind—as may be inferred from
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
refer to a multitude,, which testify to their
NFORMS his friends and the public that This day published and for sale by.
the fact of my having swallowed the contents
HIS Ointment stands at the head of all efficacy in reviving the emaciated victim
D. REMICH.
he continues to carry on the Tailoring
remedies for the following diseases from the bed of disease and restoring him
of a beer-tumbler, offered me gratis by the
Business, in a neat and Fashionable manner, Kennebunk, April 15,1834.
which human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheu
aforesaid “ owner,” (whose tenant I had at his shop ih Kennebunk Village.
to the blessings of accustomed health and
matism, both Chronic and inflammatory—
just then ceased to be,J in consideration, per
He would also give information that he re
strayed
Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten activity.
haps, of the receipt of his rent. But since I ceives the fashions as often as they are report
THE BENEFICIAL EFFECTS
dons
of long standing.
OTRAYED from the subhave abided on the hither side of the serpen ed. The Spring and Summer fashions are now
Resulting
from the administration of Dr.
It
discusses
all
turners
—
renders
stiff
joints
iiÎscriber on Sunday last, a
tine Charles, in the city of over 9000 pled rccci ved •
Helfe’s Asthmatic and Consumptive
small dark brown COW, four limber by producing a healthy muscular ac
Kennebunk,
May
10,1834.
ged patrons of temperance, and particularly
Pills, exhibited in the following
years old, strait, thin built, with tion.
since the Temperance Journal was estab
spj^^rnsT Whoever will give information It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. Noth
cases.
LO
RO
CAB
OT.
equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts
lished,—“ temperance thoughts” have fairly
so that said cow can be obtained shall be ing
A Physician, M. D. and Druggist, re
in
females
if
applied
in
its
early
stage,
pre

rpHIS beautiful and tho- suitably rewarded by the subscriber.
taken possession of my mental citadel, made
vents suppuration or matter forming, and cently writes : The Asthmatic Pills (Relfe’s)
J
CALEB KIMBALL.
-®rough bred young
it the quarters of theforce of resolution, and
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. are invariably well spoken of by those who
0W
BLOOD
HORSE,
is
of
an
Lyman,
May
23,1834.
planted on its battlements the cold water
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne use them.”
elpgant dark Chestnut Color,
banner, never to be struck in allegiance to
botanical hygeian
Mrs.------ , of this City, was three years
cessary.
with a star, black main, tail and legs, both
alcohol. Such being my own estimation
This remedy is offered to the public with severely afflicted with consumptive symp
hind feet partially white below the pastern
JA'egetable
of the temperance institution, I felt desirous joints. He is 6 years old in June next ; 15
the full assurance that it far excels the opo toms, as pain in the side, almost perpetual
Universal Medicine.
and liniments of the present day, for cough, spitting of blood, general debility,
of ascertaining what of merit or unworthiness hands high ; with a great share of bone and
HIS compound vegetable matter con- deldocs
'
above diseases.—A trial is only wanted
might be awarded it by the man who had muscle. His Grandsire was the unrivalled
sists of eight different articles only, and the
J
&c.— in this distressing state, unable to sit
. toorgive
been my landlord, and at whose charge 1 Horse American Eclipse, that was sold the I
I is warranted free from any mercurial
' it the decided preference to every up and not expecting to live many days,
thing
else.
Many
physicians
of
eminence
last season, at the age of 19 years, for 810,000, ii chymical substances, all of which are con.sidonce emptied a tumbler of beer.
have used this ointment and extol its merits. she was advised to take Dr. Relfe’s Asth
The general appearance of the village had and now stands on Long Island, in the State I! ered detrimental to those who take them.
matic Pills, and also Dr. Jebb’s Liniment,'
CERTIFICATE.
of
New-York,
for
the
use
of
mares,
at
$100
This medicine consists of two kinds of
not varied much since I left it four years ago.
I the undersigned certify that my daugh- to be applied to
.... her side,
___ which she did,
the season. His dam by the celebrated Mor Pills put up in one box with a parting, and
The cones of the glass-houses emitted as gan Horse. She would trot a mile in two
.. every
. . , one, in a
designated by No. 1 'and 2 ; the No. 1 is the ter aged 7 years was violently attacked with | an(j t0 {jie astonishment of
much smoke as ever, and with the excep- sminutes and forty-five seconds, and fifteen I> largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a a pain in her knee, which caused the muscles short time she was perfeClly restored to
tion of one tavern, (where ardent spirits miles an hour, with ease ; and is now valued bill of directions and a blue paper strap wound to contract so as to draw the leg under her [.health.
were sold when open,) every building had high for a brood mare.
lengthwise over the box with a flowered label similar to a person kneeling—we became aA lady of Framingham was severely
or seemed to have a tenant. Several dram
LORD CABOT
on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni larmed for her fate—were recommended to afflicted with cough, spitting of blood, and
try
“
Holman
’
s
Bone
Ointment,
”
it
was
im‘
Will be at his Stable in Biddeford, the versal Medicine. This vegetable compound
selling groceries which I passed, exhibited
debility, on taking two bottles of
mediately procured and applied,—and to my general
;
to view their quota of candidates for intem present Season, ready to wait upon visitors, is warranted good in all cases where any astonishment, speedy relief was obtained, and these
Pills,
and one box of Dr. Relfe’s An
t
perance. Eager to be convinced of the pres at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, to thing of the nature of a good cathartic is in a very short time the muscles were so re- ti-bilious Pills, was restored to perfect health.
insure
a
foal.
All
Mares
disposed
of
within
wanted.
The
oldest
and
youngest
may
take
ent character of the grocery where I had
a year, will be charged as with foal.
it without harm, or danger of taking cold, laxed that the limb became perfectly re — An elderly person in this vicinity, who
been regaled free of cost with brewer’s li
| had suffered much for years by a most dis
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
without altering diet or dress from accustom- stored.—1829.
ROBERT GURNEY.
1
quid, I hastily directed my way thither. A
i
ed
habits.
This
medicine
is
sure
to
give
sat

We the undersigned, having known Lord
Portsmouth, N. H. 1831.
1tressing asthma, had tried almost every
glance at the sign,—originally black letters Cabot from a colt, do without hesitation pro isfaction to all the world if rightly adminis
thing recommended, which only at times
Vegetable Elixir, or Rheumatic Drops.
on a white ground, now dingy letters on an nounce him a first rate thorough bred Horse, tered. It does not require the aid of any
gave temporary relief, and usually a more
HIS
ELIXIR
is
useful
in
all
cases
of
ashy ground,—destroyed immediately the and well deserving the patronage of the public. other medicines. In common cases it should
violent return of her complaint, has recently
pain
if
taken
inwardly
or
applied
ex

be used as medicine, and not as food as some
hope I had till then indulged, that it might
RUFUS BANKS,
made use of the above Pills, with more ben
ternally.
other medicines are.
STEPHEN LITTLEFIELD,
be a grocery which Temperance friends
In cases of common head-ache, bathe the eficial effects than any thing she has ever
The
subscriber
respectfully
invites
the
pub

JERE.
MILLIKEN.
could repair to. It was not a sign of tem
lic to call on him and try this medicine. The head and snuff it up the nose ; it will gener used before.
Biddeford, March 15, 1834.
4m.
perance, as I quickly discovered upon en
A Young Lady at M------ , had been
public may rest assured that every article in ally relieve in a few minutes. Hold some in
tering the door over which it was suspen
this medicine has been thoroughly tried and the mouth for the tooth-ache, then wet cot troubled with a very bad cough, so violent
©atlorins iSuetMtss
ded. The grocery was a rum-grocery,
found to be as good as any thing that can be ton-wool and put it on the tooth ;it will gen asat times to rack a'nd harrass her exceed
UV ALL ITS BRANCHES.
still, and in the “ full tide of successful
found in any country. Any one that wishes erally relieve in a short time.
When the joints are swelled or pained with ingly ; a consumption was feared, (as her
for medicine, and are not able or willing to
experiment.” There, was the row of blue
Rheumatism,
rubbing them with this elixir mother had died of that complaint)—she
purchase, are invited to call and take some
hogsheads with black labels—there, at their
EGS leave to inform the inhabitants of for trial, without money or price. Put up in will relieve the pain and bring down the was immediately relieved, and subsequently
side, the copper measures from gill to gallon,
Kennebunk and its vicinity, as well as a warranted uniform manner in Providence,, swelling. When a joint is strained, by bathing entirely cured by Dr. Relfe’s Asthmatic PiLs.
unpermitted to rest or to rust—there, too,
’ the public generally, that he has commenced
it with this Elixir the pain will be removed, Price $1 for whole boxes of 30 Pills, &,50
R. I. by
S. PIKE.
the semilunar counter, with “ Hollands,”’ business at Kennebunk village. He has an
None are genuine unless signed in the sub the swelling taken down, and the strength cts. for l-2do?of!2 pills, with directions.
arrangement
by
which
he
will
receive
the
la

“ Cogniac,” “ Old Scotch,” alluringly ar
restored.
scriber’s hand writing.
#*#None genuine unless signed on the
People troubled with weakness and pain in
rayed and around it groups taking their test fashions from Boston, New-York, and
LEADER
DAM,
No.
29,
Prince
Street,
drams. Owner, clerk, and sub-clerk were other places, immediately after their introduc Boston, is appointed Agent for the sale of the their backs, may be cured by bathing with outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
this Elixir two or‘three times a day.
etor, T. Kioov.u, immediate successor to
officiating busily at the shrine of Bacchus. tion.
By this, the employment of the best work above medicine, at wholesale and retail, for
In cases of pain in the stomach or bowels,
Four years had effected no alteration for the men, and a prompt attention to the calls of S. Pike of Providence, and by the following by taking from half to a whole table spoonful the late Dr. W. T. Conway, tor sale,
better ; and I could gather nothing upon his customers, be hopes to merit and receive persons only at retail: Samuel Andrews, or by bathing the parts affected, the pain will with all the other u Conway Medicines,’
at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
Seth W. Fowle, Joseph T. Brown, VVm. L.
which to base even a hope that any would a portion of public patronage.
soon be removed.
J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
Should any doubt his skill, will they but Richardson, Ashel Boyden, Benjamin Hig
be ever intended. By inward whisperings
Vegetable Bitters.
gins, Erastus S. Holden, Charles French,
This preparation is calculated to correct■ & Hanover streets, near Concert Hall,. Bosmust the change be wrought. The callous afford him an opportunity, he will, by a good Ambrose Seaton, Pearson and Rowland,
ness with which the destructive drink was fit and faithful execution, 'endeavor to remove Charles Holbrook, Whitwell and Richards. the bile and create an appetite, by restoringI ton:—& also, by his special appointment,
the digestive powers ; and may be freely used
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
drawn off and distributed, in several instan their scruples. All garments warranted to
For Sale, wholesale and retail, in Portland, both as a restorative and to prevent disease. 1 by
ces to scarcely clad children, formed not suit.
by
Wm.
C.
Mitchell
&
Co.
Joshua
Durgin,
*#*Large discount to those who buy to
Ladies’ Habits cut in a fashionable style, and
fUr’The above medicines are prepared
the least appalling scene in the dram-drama, other cutting will be attended to with prompt John Coe, Henry K. Hinkley and David
sell again.
and
for
sale
by
CHARLES
HOLMAN,
Pen

Griffith,
Middle
street
;
in
Kennebunk-port,
and furnished terrific evidence to my own ness.
.
hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may
mind, of the trade in Rum resembling the * OT’The Summer fashions will be received by Andrew Luques; in Wells, by Joseph be found a general assortment of vegetable
Wilson
;
in
York,
by
Andrew
Clark
;
in
NOTICE
“ stone dreamed of by alchymists,” so far in a few days.
Gorham, by J. H. and S. C. Clements ; medicines, and also by the following gen; rpHE subscriber having contracted with
Kennebunk, April 4,1834.
3m.
as respects its power to transmute human to
tlemen
:
—
At
Kennebunk,
by
John
Lillie
;
in Limington, by James McArthur, Esq.;
!, JL the town of Kennebunk, to support the
inhuman feelings. Such was the result of
in Newfield, by John Adams ; in Alfred, at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls, poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
CORN
&
RYE
by Timothy Walcott, [General Agent,) Ste
my visit.
O.
by
Nathan
Kendall
;
in
South-Berwick,
notice that he has made suitable provision tor
FOR SALE BY
by Doctors Trafton and Parker ; in Limerick, phen, Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover, J. them at the town Work-House, and hereby
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts ; Portland,
by
Stimpson
&
Co.
;
in
Dover,
by
John
H.
T^eather Preservative, ¿te.
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
May 24,1834.
Wheeler and A. A. Tufts; at Great Falls, by David Griffith.
of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter
ARTRIDGES’ LEATHER PRESER
*#
*All
directions
signed
in
the
hand
wri

ORTO BICO MOLASSES, SUGAR, Dr. Wingate, and by most Dealers who pur
VATIVE, for Harnesses, Chaise tops,
mined to pay no bill for their support.
ting
of
the
proprietor.
chase L. Dam’s medicines, in all of the New& COFFEE. For sale by
ALEXANDER G. FURNALDS
CHARLES HOLMAN.
&c. 1 gross Partridges’ Paste Blacking.
England
States.
JAMES
&
ISAAC
LORD.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk,
May 1, 1834.
Sept. 14.
July 13,1833.
tf.
May 24,1834.
May 24, 1834.
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